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What’s is the 
Coach’s Tool Box?

A collection of educational resources and 
equipment, called tools, that a coach can use to 
train and develop young people to become 
better players and citizens.

The more tools a coach is equipped with 
the easier his job is to train and develop 
players.



What should already be in the Tool Box 
from Part 1

Tool Box:
1. Age-Appropriate Manual
2. Player Assessments
3. Equipment
4. Resources
5. Free Play
6. Sportsmanship Campaign
7. Coaching Education



Training Manuals

• Training Manuals provide the 
instructions as to how to train 
players

• Training manuals should 
provide guidelines as to how 
to assess players.



Tools & Resources

Equipment to run training activities: 
Pug goals, training post, vest, balls and 
cones

Additional resources: 
• iSoccer
• Trainers
• Videos



Free Play



Sportsmanship

Code of Conduct:

• Players 

• Coaches

• Spectators



Coaching Education

• Licenses
• Coaching Clinics
• Workshops
• Mentoring
• Self-reflections* 

*Part 2 : The Sequel
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Tool Box: 
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Coach’s Tool Box 
Part 2

How to assess an 
excess of recreational 
coaches with a limited 
number of  technical 
staff and no budget?



Coach’s Tool Box 
Part 2

Coaching
Self-Reflection



Recreational Coaches

Volunteer coaches comes with their own experiences and expertise.  How 
can clubs help them reflect on their coaching styles in order to do a better 
job?



Self-Reflection vs Evaluation

Self-Reflection provides coaches a template to self-
assess their own personal progress

An evaluation is more of a formal process where 
coaches are being judged on a predetermined set of 
criteria or standards.



Self-Reflection

Self-Reflection provides coaches an opportunity to 
reflect on how effective they are working with players 
by focusing on three specific areas during a training 
session: 

1. Player engagement
2. How many players are accurately coached 
3. How are corrections made during the session



Engagement

Engagement: We will define “Engagement” as 
how long a player is activity participating in 
play. (Standing in line or listening to directions is not 

considered activity engaged in this measurement tool.) 

Coaching Education: Engagement must be 
modeled during pre-season coaching clinics to 
show coaches the proper way to engage players.



Engagement

The process: Select one player for your assistant 
coach to observe for the first 30 minutes of 
practice. The assistant coach will time how long 
that player is actively engaged in each of the 
activities. At the end of 30 minutes , the 
assistant coach will then assess the percentage 
of time the player was actually engaged in each 
activity. 



Engagement examples



Engagement examples



Engagement examples



The number of players coached

How many players are coached: How many 
players does the coach actually make better with 
a correction or by pointing out what they did 
correct during the activity? 

Coaching  Corrections v Coaching Jargon

(There IS a difference!)



Coaching Jargon is not the 
same as coaching.

Jargon: Many coaches yell out general coaching points 
during a session that are not directed towards any 
specific player or does not solve any specific problem. 
This is known as “Coaching Jargon”.  Although the 
“Jargon” may be referring to the correct topic, the jargon 
does not provide information to the player on how to 
correct the problem. (Example: The coaches yells “We 
need to pass the ball, get open.” The jargon does not 
provide any information to the players on how to solve 
the problem.  We don’t know if the player with the ball 
does not have their head or if the supporting players are 
not in the proper supporting angle.)  



The number of players coached

The process: Have the assistant coach chart how 
many players are actually coached during a 30-
minute segment of practice. (How many players 
does  the coach make better with a correction or 
point out that they were doing the activity 
correctly.) The assistant coach may even write 
down the verbiage used for the correction.  

(How many players are actually coached in a 

30- minute time span?)



Number of players coached



How are coaching correction made?

There are a number of ways corrections can be 
made:

• Freeze play 

• Demonstration (by coach or player)

• Coaching during flow of play

The second level of making corrections is using the 
proper questioning  based on Bloom’s Taxonomy -
Part 3 



Game reflection

Unlike many American sports, soccer is not a 
coach-centered sport.  The game is free flowing 
with limited stoppages in play. Match-day is a 
chance for players to put into action what they 
have learned from practice. On game-day,  how 
can the coach be of help to the players?  



Game day Self-Reflection

Do’s Don'ts

Inspire players Cheer lead

Encourage players Joystick coaching

Help them solve problems* Coaching jargon**



Game Day Reflection

Problem Solving:

Information provided to the 
player to help them solve a 
problem on the field.

Coaching Jargon:

• General soccer terms that 
do NOT provide information 
on how to solve a specific 
issue on the field.



Coaching examples : Who’s there?



Coaching examples : Who’s there?



Coaching examples: Wake up defense!



Coaching examples: Wake up defense!



Coaching examples : Who has #10?



Coaching examples: Who has #10?



Coaching examples: Don’t play the ball 
into the middle.



Coaching examples: Don’t play the ball 
into the middle.



Self-reflection is more about providing 
alternative help in a non-judgmental way. 



Self-Reflection

• The goals is to enhance 
training and the playing 
experience for both the 
players and the coach. 



bill.stara@broomfieldsoccerclub.org


